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STRONG POINTS: 

- Does not wear out the ball thanks to a special rubber on the spinning wheels (Globus patent). 

-Shooting height from 220 cm to 270 cm, particularly suitable young athletes.  

- Ball speed  from 10 to 120 km/h. 

- Spinning wheels adjusted separately with 999 speed levels. 

- The shooting head is very adaptable and light for an easy regulation of trajectories. 

- Mains or battery operated (optional) with 10 hours of battery life. 

- Easy to move on the court in any area for either team or individual training. 

- Noiseless and easy to use: balls can be shot with the utmost precision. 

-Easy and quick to disassemble for car transport. 
 

 

      Simona Gioli – Italian national team  

WINSHOT 500   CAN : 

1. Train reception with floating and spin serves, 

simulating jump and overarm serve. 

 

2. Train individual defense technique on more or 

less powerful attacks, from both first and 

second line. 

 
 

3. Align attack, as it is able to simulate perfect 

settings from any position on the court, from 

1st and 2nd line, with any trajectory.  

 

Winshot 500 is Globus training machine particularly suitable for semi-professional youth team (men and 

women), as it can reproduce hundreds of service, attacking and setting actions with the utmost 

precision.  This machine can shoot balls, simulating serves and attacks at the outstanding speed of 120 

km/h from a height of 270cm. Winshot 500 is easy to disassemble and move on the court and it is very 

adaptable and light thus allowing to train on specific individual and team reception and defense 

techniques. Thanks to these features Winshot 500 is very useful and effective during training to improve 

young athletes’ techniques with high-quality repetition. 
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Size and weight : 

Minimum height without shooting head: 175 cm.  

Minimum height with the shooting head: 240 cm.  

Maximum height : 300 cm.  

Maximum width: 80 cm.  

Machine depth: 100 cm.  

Weight of Winshot without battery kit: 70 kg.  

Weight of Winshot with battery kit: 110 kg. 

 

                                                

Power supply: 

-Mains with Globus power supply unit 

-Battery operated (optional) with battery kit 

with 1 battery carrying case, 2 batteries from 

12V-55AH and one Globus battery charger 

Globus battery charger 

(optional) 

Alimentatore a rete 

Globus ( di serie ) Control unit: 

- Two control knobs to set the speed and the effect 

of the ball, with 999 levels. 

- The upper control knob sets the speed of the 

upper wheel. 

- The lower control knob sets the speed of the lower 

wheel. 

mains power supply unit 

Globus mains power 

supply unit (supplied) 

Battery kit– 2 batteries + battery charger 


